The Online Advantage
By Alexis Orlacchio
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Sonja Scharf of Akasha Art Projects in Toronto uses the free photo sharing app Instagram to post images four to five times a day. “If you type
#customframing where it says ‘Write a caption,’ anyone who searches ‘custom framing’ will find your post,” she says.
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free photo-sharing app that allows users to simultaneously post to Facebook and
Twitter, she points out the importance of hashtags. “If you type #customframing
where it says ‘Write a caption,’ anyone who searches ‘custom framing’ will find
your post.” Scharf puts new photos on social media up to four or five times a
day. She says, “We believe in the power of visuals and try to post frequently. This
has created a large number of followers, and many customers who come in mention that they saw our posts on Facebook.” Her branding efforts on social media
also resulted in Akasha Art Projects being named one of the city’s top 10 framing
firms on a major site about art, music, and culture in Toronto. “Since that rating
appeared, our business has increased 30 to 40 percent,” she says.
Today, social media allows business owners a new way to accomplish the
same thing as direct mail and advertising but is quicker and more cost-effective.
Sara Nachreiner of Mitrebox Framing in Minneapolis, MN, likes to stay consistent with her social media posts. She follows a common axiom that customers
will need to be exposed to a company message a certain number of times before
they actually come in to shop. She says, “It’s important to post new pictures,
frames of the week features, etc., to get your brand in front of people and generate excitement for your business.” To help measure success, she uses Sprout
Social, a social media management software, to schedule posts and analyze the
demographics of responses. “Analytical tools like this are great because they let
you see what posts your customers engage with the most, which gives you a better idea of what they would like to see more of,” she says. Posts on design are
among the most popular. “Any post puts our name in front of our audience, and
customers always mention seeing the photos on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook,
and our website.”
Using these platforms can help you spread the word about your store instantaneously, while saving you money. Updating your website can bring in more
clients who use the Internet to conduct research. Giving people a chance to rave
about your expertise and great customer service on your Facebook page or your
website testimonials is a virtual word-of-mouth marketing strategy that will
highlight your staff and services. Social media and the Internet can help you
draw more attention to your business and increase traffic into your store. ■
Thanks to Jim Hynes and Amy Sudol, who provided research for this article.
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Frame Design
Annabelle Ruston
Anabelle Ruston, editor of Art Business Today, has published Frame Design through
the UK’s Fine Art Trade Guild. The 110-page volume is attractively illustrated with
dozens of color photos and offers a thorough yet concise synopsis of major framing
and design concepts. Frame Design touches on the most important things a framer
needs to know in a pinch with down-to-earth language, making it easily digestible.
The spiral bound is also designed to allow the book to be used as an everyday reference. It is filled with easy-to-follow instructional design tools and lots of practical
ideas that can be valuable in creating designs that will please many customers.
Available
from
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